Students are fascinated by animals.
Give your students the knowledge and tools they need
to take action for animals with this free kit from the
International Fund for Animal Welfare.

The 2011-2012 kit features the theme Elephants Never Forget. All of the materials are
designed to help students learn about the different types of elephants, their unique traits,
how they live, and the threats they face.

Here’s what you get in this free kit:
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Born to Be Wild Tiger Activities
or creative supplements to the lessons
The following activities are intended as informal alternatives
in particular may find these artistic
in the Born to Be Wild Teaching Guide. Younger students
of tigers. Educators may choose to send
activities helpful as an accessible introduction to the topic
students home with the activities to work on with their families.

Activity One: Wild Tiger Bookmark

For this activity, students read books and
create illustrated bookmarks as records of
the most interesting things they learn about
tigers. By personalizing their bookmarks with
art, students connect to information and
remember facts. You may
choose to have students answer
r
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as “What fact did you find
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most interesting about tigers’
bodies?” or “What was one
Tiger
threat to wild tigers that you
stripes
learned about from your
help them
stay
reading?” Alternatively,
hidden.
you may choose to leave
it completely up to the
Tigers,
students to choose the
p. 4
facts that they find most
interesting.
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In this activity, students create tiger masks,
with the option of extending this activity
through role-play. Encourage students to study
photographs and text describing how a tiger
looks before making their masks. If you choose
to add the role-play, consider asking students to
depict a wild tiger’s special hunting
abilities, the variation across
subspecies, or problems
that wild tigers face. The
activity allows students
opportunities for creative
expression in response to their
learning.

Activity Three: Wild Tiger Cube
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In this activity, students create multimedia
cubes with written facts, drawn pictures,
photograph clippings, and other decorations.
Once they have finished, you may choose
to extend the activity by having them take
turns rolling their cubes and telling you (or
a partner) more about the side that lands
face up. This activity again allows students
to personalize their responses to learning
through creative expression in various forms.
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What You Need

• Paper plates
• Safety scissors
• Colored pens or pencils
• A one-hole punch
• Yarn (or ribbon or twine)

• Glue
• Orange and black construction
paper or fabric scraps
• Pipe cleaners or brushes from
old (cleaned) paintbrushes—for
whiskers
• Other materials for decorating tiger
masks

What You Need
• Copy of Wild Tiger Cube template
• Safety scissors
• Colored pens or pencils
• Tape or glue
• TIger photos and illustrations from
magazines and other web sites, such
as ifaw.org/discoveranimals.
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For Advanced Readers
• Tiger Rescue: Changing the Future for
Endangered Wildlife by Dan Bartolotti
(Firefly Books, Ltd., 2003)

Activity Two: Wild Tiger Mask

Tigers!
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For Younger Readers
• A Tiger Grows Up by Anastasia Suen
(Coughlan Publishing, 2007)
• Tiger Cub by Monica Hughes (Bearport
Publishing Company, 2006)
• Tigers by Rachael Hanel (Creative
Education, 2008)
• Tigers by Susan Schafer with Fay
Robinson (Marshall Cavendish
Benchmark, 2010)

Activity Steps
1) Give students a sheet of paper each and

have them cut the paper roughly into fourths,
parallel to the paper’s shorter sides. (They
may fold the paper in half, then in half again to
make cutting lines.)
2) Have each student use the strips to make one
or more bookmarks. Tell students to write “My
Tiger Bookmark” with their names at the top
of one side of the bookmark.
3) Encourage students to read books about
tigers and to write on their bookmarks a fun
or important fact. Have them record the book
title and page number where they read the
fact.
4) Have students turn the bookmark over and
draw a picture of a tiger or a representation of
the fact they learned.
5) (optional) As a variation, students could write
multiple facts on one bookmark.
6) Encourage students to share their bookmarks
with you or with a peer to say why they chose
the facts and images they did.

Bo
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simply print and use!
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What You Need
• Paper
• Safety scissors
• Colored pens or pencils
• Other photos and illustrations for
decorating bookmarks
• Books about tigers (select in advance
or have children make a library trip),
such as:
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Grades 3-4

Activity Steps

1) Distribute paper plates to students. Encourage

them to decorate these to look like tiger faces,
based on what they have learned from reading
about tigers. Help them cut eye holes.

2) Help students use scissors or a hole punch to
make holes at either side of the tiger face.
3) Tie the yarn to one side of the mask and wrap
the yarn around the back of the student’s head
before tying it off at the other side of the mask.
4) (optional) Encourage students to role-play
something they learned about tigers—for
example, they might act as wild tigers and talk
about the problems they face finding food.

Activity Steps
1) Make photocopies of the cube template on the
reverse side of this flyer, and distribute these
to students.
2) Before cutting and folding the cubes, ask
students to write about tigers or draw or
paste photographs of tigers in each square.
Encourage them to include facts and images
about wild tigers that they found important.
3) Help students cut out, fold, and paste or tape
together their cubes.
4) (optional) Ask students to roll the cube and tell
about the fact or image on the side that lands
face up.

“Wild tigers are in trouble.
Together, we can save them.”
–Leonardo DiCaprio

A glossary to teach
students new terms and
build vocabulary.
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Find tiger photos,
illustrations & designs
for these activities at:
ifaw.org/discoveranimals
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HUGE, full-color, classroomready poster with elephant
facts and statistics

“Wild tigers are in trouble.
Together, we can save them.”
–Leonardo DiCaprio
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And that’s not all. You’ll also have access to
• A nine-page interactive guide perfect for electronic whiteboards. Mouse over the text
to hear it read aloud and click to see mini-movies, slide shows, photos, and graphs.
• Information about the 2012 Animal Action Art Contest—give your students a way to
take action!

It’s all for students ages 5 to 14!

Grades 3-4

Everything you need is provided!
Just tear it out of the magazine!

Tear out this poster and hang it in your classroom. To access the other materials, pop
the DVD into your computer or DVD player. And mark your calendar for Animal Action
Week 2011—October 3–9—which is the perfect time to use the materials!
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Here’s what the poster
looks like unfolded!
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How to use:
View the video.
Follow the lesson plans.
Read the nonfiction passages.
Display the poster.
Take the Think Twice! Family Pledge Form.
Enter the Animal Action Art Contest.

design by The Education

Center, Inc.®

Mark your
calendar!

Animal Action
Week 2011
is October 3-9!

Elephants are smart and sensitive creatures that live in
communities and communicate in various ways.

This free kit walks you through fascinating elephant facts like these:

The differences
between African
and Asian
elephants

The conflicts between elephants
and people—any how they
sometimes have happy endings

The role
elephants play in
their ecosystems

(hint: for starters,
look at the ears!)

(ties perfectly
to all kinds of
science lessons)

Where
elephants
live—and where
they can’t live
anymore

Elephants’
unique bodies,
including tusks,
trunk, and ears.

How elephants
communicate

What—
and how much—
elephants eat

(you’ll be surprised!)

Why elephants
have less room
to roam

How IFAW helps
relocate elephants to
safe places

Why the sale of ivory still
threatens elephants
(even though it’s been illegal
for more than 20 years)

The story of a trapped baby
elephant and the humans
who helped

